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Abstract: In this paper, a shape category having ah topological spaces for objects is con- 
structed and axiomatically characterized. Spaces which are isomorphic obiects in this ca sgory 
are said to be of the same shape. An axilJmatic characterization of the fund subcategory OI the 
shape category having all Hallrsdorff compact spaces for objects ts also @en. It is also showh 
that the genera! notion of shape reduces to the notion based on AWR-syt;tems when restricted 
to compact Hausdorff spaces. 
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. Introduction 
The notion of shape of compact metric spaces has been introduced in 
1968 by Borsuk [2,3] as a modification of the notion of homotopy type. 
An alternate approach and generalization to compact Hausdorff space!; 
was developed by MardeW and Segal [ 18,19,14]. Holsztyiiski [ 10, I 1 ] 
has given an axiomatic characterization of the theory for compact Haus- 
dorff spaces. A rather complete survey of results on shapes of com- 
pact spaces is givL:n in [ 15 1. ‘The notion of shape for arbitrary metric 
spaces! was intro uced and studied by Borsuk [4,5,6’1 and by Fox [7]. 
The purpose of this paper is to exhibit a notion of z&/ape for arbitrary 
topological space Fand to show that for compact Hausdorff spaczs it agrees 
witii the previously given notion**. 
* This paper has b:en written while the author was visiting the University of Heidelberg on 
leave from :he C nivehsity of Zagreb. It was presented at the Colloquium on Topology, 
Keszthely, Hung mm:‘, June 19-23, 1972. 
** After thi.s papeA lrg1 been submitted, thr: author has proved that for metric spaces this gent:I.al 
notion of shape .y:rees with the one due to Fox [7 ). See [ 16]* The author also became aware 
that G. Kozlows~r developed independently the same notion of shape for topological spasc  
~un~u~~ished). 
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One forms a category sf; 9 the sh 
logical spaces and 
0ne also defines a 
mo topy category 
(i) S(X) = x 
(ii) If Y is of the homotopy 
ANR for metric 
i~omotopy clas 
in 3 are said to be of the sam * shape. 
The lnair ( J ,S) is then characterized among all pairs ( J ‘, 5” 
J ’ is aktegorql whose objects are ah topological spaces and s 
variant functor from the homotopy category to 3 ’ satisfying (i) ynd (ii). 
laracterization is obtained by means of a universa 
orems 3.1 and 3.2). 
The theory is presente in detail in the absolute case, while for the 
r siatke case, i.5 the case of pairs of spaces, we only indicate the appro- 
p riate changes. 
Essential for the above development was an idea of A. Dold to the 
effect that the shape functor d (X, - ) should be the Kan extension of 
t?~: hiomotopy functor [X, .- 1. The author was also influenced by the 
work of I-I. Breger, who stuciied this notion of shape and proved among 
ot;Jer things that eech homology and cohomology based on numerable 
ca dcrlngs are shape invariant and that the shape of the top-olcrgical sum 
depe,;ds only on the shape of the summands. He has also shown that 
many of the results from [ 141 on retracis in shape theory bemain valid 
for non-compact spaces too. The actual construction of J given in Sec- 
tion 2 i:. in fact a construction which appears already n [ 10,s 41. The 
author wishes also to acknowkdge several illuminating conversations 
with D. Puppe. 
We denote in this pape 
V) means that $ is a shaping X -+ Y. 
cts of 3 are topologi he morpllisms of C$ ) i.e. the 
e defined as follows: et X and Y be topological spaces. A 
+ Y is a function whil :h assigns to every q E $i!( Y, Q), 
a homotopy class f(q) E 5X(X, Q) in sucn a way that ft r 
(Y, @‘>, 1 E W (Q’* Q), the equality pr;” = q implies 
lu f(V’) = f’(V): 
eman-k 2.1. This efinition allows a shorter formulation if one intro- 
d Jces a new category WY, whose objects are homotopy clssses 
Q E Ob( W ), and whose morphismi are homotopy clazes 
I-( q’ = q. Then a shaping f : X + Y is a covariart 
functor f: WY -+ W x which keeps morphisms I-( fixed. 
If X, Y, 2 are topological spaces and f : X + Y, g : Y + Z &apings, 
then the composite sha ing h = gf’: X + % is defired by h(c) = f@(c)), 
wl-.erefE91(Z,R),REOb(W).IfR’EOb(W),{’E9Y(Z,R’), 
v E W (R’, R) and v f’ =- f, then pg(f’) =g(c), and thus 
VW’) = v f MS’)) = f (g(S)) = h(C) 3 
‘ws that 11 is indeed a shaping. The identical shapi.ng 
’ is defined by ly($ = q,q E sC(Y, Q), Q E Ob(99 j. 
t follows immediately from these definitions that the composition of 
ociative and that 1, f = f 1, = f for 2ny .f E d ( 
+ Y form a set $ (1 
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CW-complex. Furthermore, any map 
lex consisiring at mast of 1 Y( cells, 
ow (Aear that all C 
sofmapsq: Y-, 
J (X, Y) is aIs0 9 c,c t. 
define stow the shape khctor S : 
.X)=X. Ifq:X-+ Y isakomatop 
+ Y by (Slip‘,)(q) = ~4, where rg E 
If yq’ = Q, then 
iuN+Wq’) = ~(771~) = 6~ ~39 = 779 = (S((P))~), 
so thaefis indeed a shaping. S . 5%’ -+ J is a covarlan: functor hause 
NlyM?) = 711, = q = ( i)?)(q) 
and for p E 5X(X, Yj, $ E iis( Y, Z) one has 
for evl?ry f E 
e identity class and syt cp = f( ly) :X -+ Y 
( Y, Qj, Q E Ob( W ), one has (S(p))(v) = 
” 77 1 my, one has also f( 77) = q f (1 u), so that (S(q))(q) = !‘(7& for 
II for-r,= lyE sC(Y, Y), 
l,p :- (S(lp))( ly) = J’( ly). 
ater ll~~l.iCi~tiOIl we now esaa 
Oreo since j’ is %f sha 
and the assertion is proved. 
In the relative case the objects of J are all pairs of topologkal Sj‘Kt% 
ere X0 C Y is an arbitrary subset of X. The category ckl con- 
sists of pairs of spaces (P, PO) which as pairs are of t!le homotopy tyl)e 
of a CW-complex and a subcomplex. Shapings f : (X, X, j -+ (Y, Y,) and 
or S are defil ed :OS in the absolute case. The same proof’ for 
Theorem 2.2 and Len ma 2.3 is valid in the rslstive case too. 
3. Character iza tiorl of the shape category 
Theorem 3.1. Let d ’ ke a ca,tegory w/rose o bjccts are all topological 
spaces, wd kt S’ : 9t -+ J ’ he a covariant flrnctor having the following 
proper ties: 
(i) S’(x) = x fo r et ery topological space; 
(ii) for ever’y Y E 0 b( W ) and every morphism f’ E d ‘(X, Y’I, there Ls 
a rrniqw homotop-7 class 97’ : x + Y such l%a<t s (Ip’) = f ‘. 
Then there Wsts a unique covarkn t functor @: 3 ’ + d into the shape 
category 3 swh that CD S’ = S. 
ro~i’. We define Q) on objects by putting @(X) = X. For each morphism 
cl ‘(X, Y) vie define a shaping + (f’) = j’ : X -+ Y as follows. For each 
rl E w( Y, Q), Q’ E Ob( 9G ), we consider the morphism I) 
3 ‘(X, Q:. 13~ (ii,, there is a unique cp E 9 (X, Q) such that 
S’(q) = S’(v)f’ 2nd we set f(q) = p. 
If one has flq’l = q and 5” is chosen in such a wa)l that S’r[q’)f’ =S’(q’), 
then J”(q’) = 9’. Since ;Jso S’(p) S’($) = S’(q), one c btains 
S’(p f (q’)) = S”(fl) s’i: f<q’)) = S’(p) S’(y3’) = S’(p) s ‘(q’) f’ 
= S’ (,I) f 7 = S&3) = S’(fW 9 
lies p f (q ‘) = f (3 ). Thus $6‘ is
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we conclude 
so that @(g’ f ') = so readily see 
is a coqarimt funct 
We now she w th S(q) for every 9 E 
;r7E %[Y,Q), Q E (S(~))(Q) = ~9. On the other hand, 
(4~ (S’(&jj) (71) = q ‘p, because S’(q) S’(s) = S’(q 9) an 
1ij:order to prove the uniq eness of a, we cons 
JI : 3 ’ + d satisfying IIf S’ = S. Clearly, X = 
every, *:opological space. Now et f’ E 3 ‘(X, Y) and consider 
77 E 5X (“r’, Qj, Q f Ob(%J j. IfS’(qj = S’(qj j', then \s, S’(p) = 9(Si(q)f’) 
= q S’ (q) @(f '), and thus 
S(p) = S(q) 9 (f' j . 
However, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that 
As(q) *(f') = s((q(f'))(q\B) $ 
so that S(q) = S((\r,( f'))(q)) and because of Theorem 2.2, 
(Jr(f'))(d =w l 
A comparison with the definition of &, :hows that ?t(f”) = a( f'), which 
completes the proof of 
An immediate consequence of Theorems 2.2 and 3.1 is the followin 
characterization of the shape category 3 and the shape functor S. 
eorems 3.1 and 3.2 re ative case too. 
3 facts concerning the class 
spaces too. 
cal spaces CT,, Efz are honio- 
1 has the homotopy 
(32 has the ho 
lies to pairs of 
(ii) siwiplicial CW-spaces wirh i&e strtmg (metric) topology, 
(iii) ANR(W ) fabsoltr te rzeqhborhoou’ retrmts for the class % uf 
metrizable spaces), 
(iv) CW-spaces. 
In the relative rase in (i), (ii), (iv), one considers pairs of comple;lces 
and subcomplexes and in (iii) pairs (Y, Y,) where both spaces Y, Y0 
are ANR(% ) and Y, is a closed subset of Y. 
oof. The CW-topology and the metric topology on an arbitrary z.im- 
plicial complex yield two topological *spaces of the same homotopy 
type. In fact, the identity from the CW to the metric topology is a ho- 
motopy equivalence and the homotopies are cell-preserving [ 13,4.6:, 
p. 13 11. Consequently, (i) and (ii) are homotopically equivalent also in 
Every simplicial complex with the metric topology is an ,ANR(7?2 )
see [ 12, Theorem 11.3, p. 106]).Conversely, if Y is an ANR(Cm ), tIleri 
is dominated by a simplicial CW-space 1 12, Theorem 6.1, p. 1381. 
assertion holds also for pairs (Y1 Y,), where both Y and YO 
M ) and 1 ? is a closed subse f Y (sepi [ 12, Corollary 6.2, 
1 space Y which is dominated 
as the homotopy type of the geo 
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Eization of its singular cff 
wever, the geometric rea 
particular of S(Y), ad 
-space [ I39 +-II 
arratt) consists of t 
tric realization of t 
geometric realizati 
proof of this step has been OXI- 
was then given by Fritsch and 
the relative case. 
nverse limits of mnpac ausdorff spaces 
We now consider inverse systems Y = (Y,, qopf, B) of compact Haus- 
dorff spaces over directed sets @, <). We denote the inverse limit of Y 
by Y and the projection ma 3s by Q: Y -+ Yp’ An essential property of 
such syskms is that the li J Y ;liso is a compact Nausdorff space and 
TIP # &@ f B, implies J # $9. As a consequence one has: 
n-ma 5.1. Let flo E B arid ZeP VP0 C Ypo be an opcrz set srrch that 
qpo ( Y) C Vpo. Theli there is a 3 2 j3() stdch that qpop( Yp> C VP0 .
oaf. Suppose on the conix-y that 
r”or every 0 2 PO. Then ( ‘i, yp,‘, p > p. ) is an inverse system with a non- 
empty limit Y’ C IT and therefore $9 # ypo ( Y’) C: Ypo\ V&, which contra- 
dicts the assumption. 
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s certian unnecessxy 
we I hall reprove this result 
I] . Sirice the as- 
has a maximal element, we 
sider the associated “-space Y” , defined as the 
disjoint sum of Y and of all Yp, 0~ B, provide41 with a topology whose 
basis is given by all open sets V’ c Yp, fl E B, a Id all sets of the -form 
Ht is readiljl seen that lhese sets do generate a topology on Y* because 
for every point y* E V; n Vi2 there ib a $2 0 1, p2 and an open set 
b; c YLl such that v* E V;c V;* n ‘, . E.g., if y’ 
choose VP in such-a way that qp( y) E &VP 
= y E Y, it suffices to 
and V$C q;$( F$J n q,-,‘,( VP,). 
It in re:!dily seen that Y* is a Hausdorff space, Y is a closed subset of 
Y* and each. YO is open and closed in Y*. Moreover, I’ and Yp as sub- 
spaces 3f Y* retain their original topologies. 
Furthermore, we define a mapping 4; : Yit; -+ YP by putting 
$1 I Y = (I$, q; I Yp’ = $p,“, p<p’. 
The m;lp qi is obviously continuous. 
emmtr 5.3. Let V be at2 open slrhet of Y* such that Y C V. Th@!l there 
is Q PO $5 B such that YBe c Vfor all p’ z PO. 
roof. By assumption, for evLgry  E Y there is a p(y) E _8 and an open 
set %.v 1 c YPtr) such that y E V&,, C V. Consequently :, 
Yc ‘* 
_J’E Y 
p(y) n Y'l = 
Since Y is compact, Y !las a finite open covering (y$,$~ Vpcyi$, 
E= 1,. . . A), y1,. . .) yn E Y. We now choose an index (s 2 p( ~‘1)~ 
* ’ * 3 
i=l,...,ri. 
S. MudeM, Shapes fi topological spaces 
t now foilows for $3’ 2 PO that 
oof. It suffices to prove that Y* is paracom act. So let 39 = (V,, 
X E A) be an open covering of Y" . e shall define a new open covering 
r\O _& of Y* .wfiichl refines c\y”. ‘St’e fir hoose a finit,: s-ubeoiit:Ction 
(V h17”” VA ) of V which covers Y. Then by Lemma 5.3 there is a 
PO E B such t&t ( VA1 , . . . ) VA,,) also covers Y&. We now 1:ake for 
members of94 the sets VA, n Y&, . . . , VAn n VioY and in addition we 
take for every p # PO a fin subcollection of VI YP = (V’ r? !$,A E A) 
which covers Y@. Clearly, is a star-finite open covering (rf Y” and it 
refines V. 
I’. 
f. We refine V by a collection of open sets V;;1, . . . , Vf coverkrg 
Then we choose fl> 0 1 , . , . ) P, . Clearly, for every 0’ 2 fl and every 
y E Y there is an i E ( 1, . . . , 11) S~C~I that ,F E V$. and thus ypi( I’) =: 
qpge yp( y) E V&. Consequent y, Q(Y) E y/$( Voi) c Vii. Thus, both 
points y and qOe(y) belong to some element of V which contains 
the case when Q is a simplic e, since Y is com- 
maps “p ’ = m* I Ypv : Yp. =+ Q, 0 2 0, and conclude that m 2 mpqpf be- 
cause ~II = PHI* i and F??g ‘I@’ = m* qp# are W-near. For the hornotopy cks 
~~8 = [ +q~l one thus has pfl# [qp’] = ,u and the assertion (i) is prot,ed. 
In the relative case, the proof is similar. It suffices to consider the 
case when Q is a finite simplicial complex and Q, c Q a su’bcomplex. 
Then there is an open covering W of Q and a subfamily 9~9~ of 94 
covering Q,, such that for Y compact, Y, c Y closed, any two maps of 
pairs YJI : (Y, Y,) + (Qv Jo) can be connected with a horn&opy of pairs 
provided p,q are W-near and y I Yo, q I Y, are W0-near (see e.g. the 
comments in [ 18, p. 5 11 and notice that the proof of [ 12, Th 
remains valid if Y is a compact ANR(% ) and X is a compact 
space). One extends first ml Ye : Y, -+ Q, to a set of thle form 
Y6,0~ YG c Y* and thctn to a set Yi c Y* ,, so that he sestrictions 
mo ’ = m* I YOn are maps of pairs 
nzpn : ( YRe, Yopf j + (Q, Qo), fi’ > 6 . r- 
Because of Lemma 5.5, one can achieve that qqpf and PI are ( 9# 3 W,)- 
near and therefore homotopic as maps of pairs. 
o prove the assertion (ii), one considers the inverse system 
YX I = ( YpX I, qppeX 1, 0). Its limit is YX I and its natural projections 
are the maps qpX 1: YX I + YpX I. The corresponding *-space (Y X I)* 
= Y” X I. Let mp,np : Yp + Q be map:; such that mpqp r~ ng qp. Then there 
is a rlomotopy h : YX I + Q connecting mp qp and np qp. We consider 
now the set 
u(Y;;x 1) UlYXI) 5 
nd we extend k2 to a map 
;x 1 = s~p(q;x iL). 
s, h* can be fu.rther exten 
a 5.3 we conclude 1 
n the relative case one modifies the p 
kz MOP, where ZOp = (Y&$0) 
neighbxhood of ZOp in Y&k .d to 
a neighborhood of .Zfi ;;x 1: 
We first give a proof f tlie important ~o~t~~ity t 
due to Holsztyfiski [ 10 
oaf. Let f : X + Y be a sharing such that S[q, f = fp for every P E B. 
Then for every Q E Ob( 94) and 77 E 5X( Y. Q) there is a p and an 
y7p E g( ;/p, Q) sucik that qp [qp] = TJ (Theorem 5.2 (i)). According to Lem- 
ma 2.3 we now hrfve 
Since the right-hand side is xmpletely determined, so is the left-hand 
side and thus also_!‘(v) (Theorem 2.2). This completes the proof o 
urxiqueness of fi 
Now we shall prove the existence off: Let Q (Y, 9,. 
e choose a p E B and ;an qO C- 5X( Yp, ) such that 77p[qpl = rl (Theorem 
5.2 (i)). According to ‘Theorem 2.2, t re is a uniqile 4: 
S(4) = S(q& fp. ij is in 
suffices to prove that for (Y@, Q) with va4yp’l = rl, one 
has S(Qf,t = S(Q fp. In fact, one has qBpR qpt = qp anJ thus 
‘?p k!pp’J IQ I = 710 [Y, = ? = r)p’kJp’l* 




eas . 4 . 
‘(q)) = S(p) S(J’(~~’ ,I! 
ndeed, if Q E Ob( W ) an3 
the de t‘inition c ;* f 
we co:lcIude that SC~‘(?Q&J) = S(17p) ji = S(j&)), so tl~atf(rl&eI> 
=f&?+). Consequently, S(Q] j’= fp .a,nd the theorem is pro\ >d. 
mark. 6.2. Theoret 6. I expresses the fact that the inverse limit of’ Y 
an inverse sys!~~~ = (2’,,~~~, B) of’ compact Hausdorff spaces Y,, in 
the category of topological spaws is also the inverse limit of the in&se 
system S(Y) = (Y@ S[$$], Bj in the shape category J . This propertjrr of . 
the fun&r S is called continuity 0fS. 
Corollary 6.3. f..,,ut Y = (Y?. qpp’, B) be at2 iuz w3e sysrev72 of compacl 
I7amlorff spaces. ij’all q pp’ are shtipe eqtrivulences, i.e. S [qflPr] have irz- 
l’erses irl the shape category 3 , derl all qp : Y -+ Yfi are also shape ec,ud- 
valerlces atlci Y and YP have the same shape. 
Example 6.4. The “Polish circle” has the shape of a circle S1 becauw it 
is obtainable as the inverse limit of a seqllence of circles, where all tiI!e 
bonding maps are of degree 1 and are thus homotoyy equivalences. 
Theorem 6.S. Let Y = (Qp, q,,,, 8) be an inverse system oj co pnpact 
spaces Qp E 0 b( W >, Y = l&~ Y, ye : Y + Qp natural projections, imd /et 
X be a topological space. Then there is a one-to-one corre>*pondetzce 
bet weerl shapings _f : X -9 Y and systems of homotopy classes 
5X (X, Qp), f3 E B, satisfying [qPO#j ~~~~~ = qfi, p G p’. The corresponcleme 
q,J f’= S@), /.I E B. 
This is an immediate consequence of Theorems 2.2 and 6. I.. 
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roof. For X E Ob(’ ) we put a(X) = X. Iff’E C! “(X, Y). we 
/ Y VI ;- +hn ~O-P x=raqr @(f’) Zj-E J, ~” OP iti tlxa ctnAf ~f”l%~nrom 2 1 , 1 p 111 LIIL ixllllb y a3 111 LII~ p;ru 1 llN”U~~llI J* 1) 
r every Q E Ob(99 ) and 71 f (Y, Q) we con 
X, Q) such that S’(p) = S’(q) f’ and then put j(s) = 9. Since the 
properties (i), (ii) from Theorem 3.1 are now.3 o available, the same 
arguments prove that <P : ned covariant functor 
and is the only one satis rder to complete the 
proof, it suffices to show that for every shapin ~5% (X, Y), X and Y 
compact Mausdorff spaces, there is a unique f’ E (X, I’) with 
*(jl’)=f. 
We choose Y according to (iii). By Theorem 2.2, for every /I E B there 
is 34 unique qB E lat S(qp) = (S [y&)~‘: For P G /3’, itO = 
qpcqtqpl, so that 
a#Q) = s [Ypp~ I Sk&f I f = s k?~~~l &q-f) = a 
Consequently, S’(@) = S’[ypp~] S’($@ It follows 
now from the ch (property (iii)), tllat there is b 
unique morphism f’ E C? ‘(X, Y) sue 
firsiition of <P appli 
ices to show that 2:as properties 
were established by 
an inclusion ANR-set 
) for Y (see [ 19, p. 62]),i.e. one considers Y as embedded 
is a decreasing sequence of cle :ed 
A is an ANR(% ), nQ, = Y and 
inn’ : Q 0’ -+ Q,, , n < II’, is the inclusion. One has now to show that for 
every sequence of maps pit : X + Q, , II E , satisfying jnnlpnt = pn, 
there is a fundamental sequence n : X + =ppz , and that 
n is unique up to homotopy. This is essentially estalJ2ished in [ 19, Lem- 
mas 4 and 5 1. The arguments given by olsztynski in [ lb, 2.21 are in- 
correct because arbitrary extensions nr, : 1” + i” of pn r-reed not form 
a fundamental sequence :x+ Y. 
All results in this section carry over to the relative case with no essen- 
tial changes in the proofs. The only exception is Theorem 6.8, where 
some difficulties appear*. 
7. 
l.2 X and Y be corn act Hausdorff spaces, f : X + Y a shaping and 
= IC&P&, A ), = (Q,, qppf, B) inverse systems of compact space 
) with limits X and Y and projections pa : A’ a+ Pa an 
ectively. According to Theorem 6.5 the:re are c;Gque 
(X, (2,) such that S&J f = 5&p& and 
[qppJ 9~’ = t+, fl< p’. Applying Theorem 5.2(i) .x and 4p E g (X, Qp) 
we conclude that there is an CY E A and a c~pa E dPol, &p) sue h that 
qOol [pa ] = tgp and thus S(qOa, [pa]) = S[qp] f. In other words, there exists 
a functicn B -+ 14, also denoted by J’, and there are homotoplr classes 
qDf(p) : pfcp, -+ QP such that 
oreover, for p G p’, 
and therefore 
%.fu9 [~fd = [Qjfl spy-($) [Pf@‘) I *
By Theorem 5.2(ii) we row conclude thsi there exists an Q[ E A, 
a> f(P),f(P'), suchthat 
(3 spf@) bf(p)* 3 = hpp'l qf&j’) bJ-(p’)a I 3 p<p’. 
Another choice !,vill yiel a function f’ : horn0 tony classes 
q jf ‘(cl, : ‘qp.e(pj -+ Qp sa tis ng the analogu us, we &all have 
S(vl’flj@) @I#@) 1) =' S(pof(*j) [pj@j J/a '1 Omitting S (Theorem 2 2) and ap- 
plying Theorem 5.2 (ii), one obtains an ar W’(P), $’ (0) such 
(3 ?$j’rbl bfyp)* 1 = Qf(j3.b [Pf(p)J l 
Conversely, a function f: B A and homotopy classes ‘ppf(pj z 
such th;it for any & /Z’ E there is an ar satisfying (2), de 
uniquely a shapingf: . + Y such that (1) holds. It suffices to consider 
‘pp = ‘ppf(l_sj bf(p)l f A’, (I$) and apply Theorem 6.5. Moreover, if one 
has some other f' (P"fcp,, Qp) satisfying (2) and (3), then 
one obtains the qame shapinFf : X + Y because 
@; = $f(P) by’(@) I = 3pj (g a bf (p)ar 1 = sp l 
It is also easy to verify that the compositio -1 g f of the shapings 
j'Ed(X, 1') and g G$( Y, 2) is obtained by composing “maps of sys- 
Y with g = (g,V&(,J : -+ 2. The composition 
f&r) jnd ?+h( =&g(T) &h(r) l 
shapes of compact Hausdorff spaces 
41. Tk only actual difference bet 
creasing function; moreover, (1) 
men t
y the stronger equire- 
no loss of generality in assuming 
n Q) for its vaiue at p 
PI [PfcP, J?(P) 
Y saxfsfying the stronger 
ce that the finite closure requirement does not affect ex- 
istence of inverse limit expansions in view of the fo lowirlg theorem. 
D Let e be a category, = (X,, paat, A jr an innterse system 
in C? , X = ]im and kt pa : X -+ X, be the correspcrtding projecr-ions. 
Tkest there exists in C? an inverse system Y = ( YP, qcjpI, B) WC/~ that 
ever.?’ YL$ is some X,, every qDol is some pcycyp, Bhe inverse limit Y = lim Y 
exisrs a~? Y = X, every projeSdtion q, is some pa! and in uddition B has 
the f ii?itw%xure property. 
oof. We take for (B, <) the set of all finite subsets 8 = {al, . . . , a,) of 
A ordered bv inclusion, so that /3 < 9’ means p c 0'. Since (B, <) has the 
finite-closurk property, it is easy to define by induction on the cardinal 
of /3 an increasing function a : B + ‘1-1 such that a({a)) = ar for every 
CY E A. For every fl E B we now put Yp = Xaro, and for 0 < p’ we put 
qpP’ = PNP> a(& l Clearly, Y = (YP,qDp~: B) is an’inverse system having the 
finite-closure property. Furthermore, we put Y = X, qP =paCpl : Y + Yp. 
Clearly, qppn 9pl = qP for 0 G: p’. We claim that Y = @ Y and qP : Y -+ Yp 
are the corre.s;o qding projections. En order to show this, consider any 
Z E Ob( e ) and ill orphisms 1~~ : .Z -+ Yp satisfying qpBt hot = hP for /3 < 0’. 
One has to show that there exists 2 unique morphism h : 2 + Y satisfy- 
ingqOh = hp,flE B. 
For every ar E A, one has a morphism f& = “ia) : 2 + Yr,) = Xat Ia) ) 
= Xa. If QS < (Y’, we consider /3 = (01,~‘) and note that {~},(or’) G fl, SQ that 
Pcya’fa’ = Paa' !;{a’} ‘= P(ka’q{a’}p jlfi = Pack' Pcy’a(p) h@ = Paa +3 
=qtl}php=h{cY} =f,* 
e conclude that here exists a uni+,: F!~JS f:Z+X=Ysuc 
at p&f = f& fol- every as E A. This proves the uniqueness of h because 
prove the existence 
However, 
and we see that h, = fatfl,. This yields qsf = pat@, f = Jta, =h,, fl E B, and 
we see that h = /” leas the desired properties. 
Remark 7.2. Let us note that tht category of inverse systems of compact 
spaces from Ob( W) and maps of systems is closely related to the homo- 
topy pro-category studied by Artin and Mazur [ 11. 
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